What Angry Birds
Can Teach Us
about Event Design
BY ANDREA DRIESSEN

More than 250 million people have
downloaded the game Angry Birds. In
a world of time-starved business people, a vast chunk of us find time for an
admittedly silly game, a pastime that has
us fully engaged and focused for hours at
a time.

What’s going on? What makes
this digital interface so compelling
gamers can’t stop interacting with
it? Wouldn’t you like just some of
those folks to read your emails and
offer some of that engagement and
energy at your meetings?
Let’s see what Angry Birds teaches us about designing more captivating meetings filled with more focused
meeting attendees.

The Power of Story
Knowing why the birds are angry (the
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Indeed, Angry Birds—
Anticipation and Surprise
like a great meeting—taps
Angry Birds, like any good game, be- the power of anticipation.
comes incrementally harder the more How will you surprise your
you play. We are met at our skill level— audience with unexpected

guests, new information they don’t know an easy-to-use interface. Players are
but need and reasons to meet in person involved with their eyes, ears and
that can’t be realized on Facebook, Twit- hands.
ter or elsewhere online?
When you design meetings, how
A juicy example of integrating an- do you purposefully honor our many
ticipation into an event: the Society ways of absorbing information? Or
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Maximizing Multi-Sensory Impact people experience
Like any video game worth a few your organization—
million downloads, Angry Birds has and build enormous
distinct sounds, vibrant visuals and buzz, too.

Win, Reward—and PING! You’re at
the Next Level
Like most video games, Angry Birds
delivers an oddly powerful, addicting adrenaline rush when we win. Finessing the right series of moves, we
get the angry birds to sabotage those
righteous pigs and—BAM!—move up
a level. Now, to instill a similar sense
of progression and triumph for meeting
attendees… First, give audiences clear
pictures of where you’re headed (what
is the end goal?), and share what your
meetings are accomplishing. You could
even post meeting checklists, showing
clear milestones. Then visually and audibly confirm you’ve in fact reached
these hurdles. Even small wins, accompanied by public acknowledgement
(a tangible reward, an audible ping, a
loud bell) can, in video game language,
move us to the next level.

What rules can you break in your
meetings—not for the sake of rebellion,
but to stage a more effective, memorable experience?
• Do you really need chairs? What if
everyone sat on exercise balls instead?
• Who says you must begin with the
spoken word? What if you opened an
event by singing a customized company
anthem?

Who would have thought that A Minute
to Win It game could be a perfect teambuilding exercise in the corporate world?

Let’s commit to designing meetings that
foster Angry Birds-level engagement
and focus for all.

Broken Birds, Broken Rules
Angry Birds breaks several gaming
rules. It replaces fast with clever, for example. (For a fascinating review of the
cognitive aspects of Angry Birds, read
tinyurl.com/AngryBirdsSuccess.)
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